English

Curriculum Week

We have finished writing up our Greek myths,
which are brilliant and the children are so
proud of them. We also looked at the features
of a non-chronological report and started to
research volcanoes.

The first week back is Curriculum Week and the children will be working in
their houses every morning apart from Friday. One morning your child will be
off site so they will need a packed lunch.
Monday—Mandela
Tuesday—Shackleton
Wednesday—Keller
Thursday—Nightingale

Geography
The children have used atlases to locate
volcanoes around the world. They also found
out about tectonic plates. The children had
fun creating exciting information posters about
volcanoes in groups. They look fab!

Greek Day
Just to remind you that our Greek Day is on Friday 15th March. The children
will need a Greek costume which they can wear into school on the day.
DT

Spellings
gentle
giant
generous
danger

We looked at Greek architecture and discussed the different types of columns
used to support buildings. We then carried out our own investigation and
made our own columns and found out which was the strongest!
RE
In RE we have been looking at Shabbat. We looked at the different customs
and rituals associated with Shabbat and shared a ‘Shabbat’ meal with our
House family.

huge
Holiday Homework
The children will take home holiday homework to
complete. This is a blurb and front cover for their Greek
myth. Please also make sure your children are reading
and completing the reading tasks, as well as any other
learning that will help them. This includes Times Tables
Rockstars.

orange
ginger
generation
magic

Parent Consultations— Tuesday 5th and Thursday 7th March

strange

We are looking forward to meeting you to discuss your child’s progress and
achievements so far this year. We will send out letters after half term.

